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Business Confidence and Conditions 
Conditions Hit New High, Again 

• Business conditions climbed to a new high (again) in May, beating the peak set last month. The 
index increased to 37 from 32 in the previous month. Confidence edged 3 points lower to 20, 
although this is still the third strongest print on record. 

• Conditions and confidence have been above average levels for longer than six months straight. 
Businesses are more likely to hire staff and increase investment when they see sustained 
improvements in operating conditions and the outlook. 

• The evidence of improvement in activity is broad-based across industries and states. In trend 
terms, conditions are strongest in the finance, property & business sector and the wholesale 
industries. They are weakest in the transport & utilities and construction industries. 

• Conditions improved in all states, except Queensland which came off a very high level. The gains 
in May were led by New South Wales and Victoria, even though Melbourne’s lockdown began in 
the survey period. 

• Low interest rates and generous tax incentives will continue to prop up conditions and 
confidence for businesses. The run of solid readings for business confidence and elevated 
capacity utilisation point to an ongoing recovery in business investment and further jobs 
growth.  
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Businesses have been very upbeat over recent months. And this didn’t change in May. 

Business conditions climbed to a new high (again), beating the peak set last month. The index 
increased to 37 from 32 in the previous month. Confidence edged lower to 20, from 23 in April, 
although this is still the third strongest print on record. 

All three underlying components of the business conditions index – trading conditions, profitability 
and employment – rose to new highs. 

The elevated readings for conditions and confidence point to further jobs growth and an ongoing 
recovery in business investment. What is particularly encouraging is the persistence and the 
breadth in the strength in these indicators.  

Conditions and confidence have been above average levels for the past 7 and 8 months 
respectively. Businesses are more likely to hire staff and increase investment when they see 
sustained improvements in operating conditions and the outlook. 

The evidence of improvement in activity is also broad-based across industries and states. 

In trend terms, conditions are strongest in the finance, property & business sector and the 
wholesale industries. They are weakest in the transport & utilities and construction sectors. 
However, conditions are still elevated in all industries. Conditions in industries that lagged the 
recovery, notably recreation and personal services, are catching up as the economy reopens.  

Conditions improved in all states, except Queensland which came off a very high level. Conditions 
remain solid in all states. The gains in May were led by New South Wales and Victoria, even 
though Melbourne’s lockdown began in the survey period. 

These numbers are also the first snapshot of business sentiment following the Federal Budget in 
May. Businesses were amongst the biggest winners in the Budget. Tax initiatives for businesses 
introduced to encourage spending and support cash flow were extended for another year to the 
end of 2022-23, namely the loss carry-back and full expensing measures.  

Forward looking indicators continue to point to an ongoing lift in hiring and investment. Capacity 
utilisation edged lower to 85.1%, although is still well above the long-run average of 81.0%. 
Forward orders were unchanged at a record high.   
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Outlook 

The survey continues to point to a solid outlook for businesses. Low interest rates and generous 
tax incentives will continue to provide support to the business sectors. Last week, data revealed 
that business investment surged 3.6% in the March quarter. The run of solid readings for business 
confidence and elevated capacity utilisation suggest the momentum will carry forward into further 
increases in investment and jobs growth. 

 

Matthew Bunny, Economist 
Ph: 02-8254-0023 
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Contact Listing  

  

Chief Economist Economist 
Besa Deda Matthew Bunny 
dedab@bankofmelbourne.com.au matthew.bunny@bankofmelbourne.com.au 
(02) 8254 3251 (02) 8254 0023 

 
 
 
 
The Detail 
 
The information contained in this report (“the Information”) is provided for, and is only to be used by, persons in Australia. The information 
may not comply with the laws of another jurisdiction. The Information is general in nature and does not take into account the particular 
investment objectives or financial situation of any potential reader. It does not constitute, and should not be relied on as, financial or 
investment advice or recommendations (expressed or implied) and is not an invitation to take up securities or other financial products or 
services. No decision should be made on the basis of the Information without first seeking expert financial advice. For persons with whom 
Bank of Melbourne has a contract to supply Information, the supply of the Information is made under that contract and Bank of Melbourne’s 
agreed terms of supply apply. Bank of Melbourne does not represent or guarantee that the Information is accurate or free from errors or 
omissions and Bank of Melbourne disclaims any duty of care in relation to the Information and liability for any reliance on investment 
decisions made using the Information. The Information is subject to change. Terms, conditions and any fees apply to Bank of Melbourne 
products and details are available. Bank of Melbourne or its officers, agents or employees (including persons involved in preparation of the 
Information) may have financial interests in the markets discussed in the Information. Bank of Melbourne owns copyright in the information 
unless otherwise indicated. The Information should not be reproduced, distributed, linked or transmitted without the written consent of 
Bank of Melbourne. 

 
 
Any unauthorised use or dissemination is prohibited. Neither Bank of Melbourne- A Division of Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 
457 141 AFSL 233714 ACL 233714, nor any of Westpac’s subsidiaries or affiliates shall be liable for the message if altered, changed or 
falsified. 

 


